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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Following consideration by Council the community consultation period for Council's draft

Community Plan: Towards 2040 (the Plan) was conducted throughout November 2020,

with Council resolving at the 15 December 2020 meeting to acknowledge and further
consider the consultation findings so as to inform any amendments before a final draft
is presented for adoption early in 2021.

Council's Executive Leadership Team (and Community Engagement staff) have now
considered the consultation findings in detail, along with advice received from Council's
Audit Committee, and have made a number of changes to the Plan to respond to the
feedback, taking into account Council’s prior considerations.
In line with findings from the consultation process showing strong support for the Plan
in its draft form, changes made are minimal, including some minor administrative
amendments to ensure consistency of terminology and style and to remove any
duplications of measures.
A small number of respondents to the consultation process raised concerns regarding
the pillar "proud of our past, excited by our future". In reviewing the responses, it is
confirmed that most of this sentiment was focused upon the view that Council could,
and should be doing more, to celebrate the City's rich built heritage and be cognisant of
it. In considering how to address this, it is clear that the Draft Plan itself is making a
number of aspirational statements (and measures) which are reflective of this community
sentiment to ‘do more’ in this space. As such, minimal change to the language of that
pillar, or the measures, are proposed.
This Report presents the proposed final draft of the proposed new City of Prospect
Community Plan: Towards 2040 for Council adoption. Once adopted by Council, the Plan
will replace Council’s current Strategic Plan to 2020. The Plan has been reviewed in line
with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1999.
2.

RECOMMENDATION
(1)

Council having considered Item 10.1 Draft Community Plan: Towards
2040, receive and note the report.

(2)

Council endorses the updated Community Plan: Towards 2040 (as
presented in Attachments 1-48) subject to minor administrative
amendments, meeting the requirements of Section 122 of the Local
Government Act 1999, with respect to Strategic Management Plans.
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DISCUSSION
As reported to Council at the conclusion of the consultation process, it is clear that there
is a high level of community support for the Plan, its six pillars and various accompanying
measures and intents. This is a pleasing outcome and demonstrates that Council is
connected with its community and the collective sentiment.
Section 122 (6) of the Act specifies that “a council must adopt a process of processes to
ensure that members of the public are given a reasonable opportunity to be involved in
the development and review of its strategic management plans”.
In previous iterations of Community Plans (Strategic Plans), Council has experienced
more targeted feedback in relation to projects, aspirations or measures which triggered
a greater level of (post consultation) change. On review of the feedback received from
the community consultation and overall content sentiment for the Plan Towards 2040,
minimal substantive changes have been required or undertaken as further explained
throughout this report.
Of particular note:
The ‘Responsible and Sustainable’ pillar received the highest level of support with 96%
of respondents strongly supporting or supporting the pillar.
The ‘Proud of our past, excited by our future’ pillar received the lowest level of support,
with 74% of respondents strongly supporting or supporting the pillar and 11% of
respondents stating they did not support the pillar (noting the comments earlier in this
report). It is noted that 74% support can still be viewed as solid support.
Heritage Considerations
A review of the Plan has identified considerable community support for the City's heritage
with a number of aspirational statements and actions identified for completion over the
Plan’s duration. Therefore there are no fundamental changes proposed in relation to the
pillar Proud of our past, excited by our future.
The below are screenshots of aspiration statements taken from the Plan showing support
for the City’s heritage:
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Below are operational measures taken from the Plan showing support for the City’s
heritage:


Seek Ministerial agreement on progressing Heritage Development Plan
Amendment to increase the number of local heritage listed properties across our
City.



Deliver Heritage Incentive Scheme program to provide heritage grants to eligible
home owners (heritage listed properties) for restoration work and to support local
pride in our heritage.



Provide funding to Prospect Local History Group to support their delivery of
Sesquicentennial History Book Project updating previous history book on Prospect
(Prospect 1872-1972: A Portrait of a City by Max Lamshed).



Celebrate the achievements of Council and its community in the preservation and
conservation of our rich heritage whilst also promoting innovation in built form and
design.



Establish heritage trail linked to heritage plaques across the city.



Finalise Sesquicentenary Local History Book and deliver appropriate celebrations
in 2022.



Collaborate with the Prospect Local History Group and invest in improving the
curation, relevance and digitisation of the local history collection.

With consideration of all of the above, it is clear that the Plan itself aligns with community
expectation with respect to this component.
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Examples of Text Changes
Text changes made to the proposed Plan are minimal and include some minor
administrative amendments to ensure consistency for the use of terminology and style
and to remove any duplications. Examples of these changes are provided as follows:
Connected and Caring
2-5 year timeline


Draft Plan
o Continuing to support the success of Prospect Road.



Proposed Plan
o Continuing to support the success of Prospect Road and its traders.



Reason for Change
o Provides further clarity for whom the support will be provided and
appropriately broadens its focus.

Connected and Caring
6-20 year timeline


Draft Plan
o Redefine Northpark as a multi-use district hub/village.



Proposed Plan
o Deleted.



Reason for Change
o Avoids duplication - this action is one component of another, more
broadly framed action:

Establish vibrant community and / or corporate hubs at ‘Churchill &
Regency’, ‘Regency & Prospect’, ‘Northpark District Centre’ and ‘Main
North Road’ delivering placemaking opportunities from 2025.
Connected and Caring
6-20 year timeline


Draft Plan
o Plan for a new community/local hub proximate to the Regency Road
intersections with Churchill Road and Prospect Road.



Proposed Plan
o Deleted.



Reason for Change
o Avoids duplication - this action is one component of another, more
broadly framed action:

Establish vibrant community and / or corporate hubs at ‘Churchill &
Regency’, ‘Regency & Prospect’, ‘Northpark District Centre’ and ‘Main
North Road’ delivering placemaking opportunities from 2025.
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Proud of our past, Excited by our future
2-5 year timeline


Draft Plan
o Leverage our media and communications platform to celebrate excellence
in design and heritage preservation in the City.



Proposed Plan
o Celebrate the achievements of Council and its community in the
preservation and conservation of our rich heritage whilst also promoting
innovation in built form and design.



Reason for Change
o Plainer English and is more descriptive.

Responsible and Sustainable
2-5 year timeline


Draft Plan
o Continue to plant additional street trees to align with the ‘Green Tunnel’
strategy.



Proposed Plan
o Plant additional street trees to align with the ‘Green Tunnel’ strategy.



Reason for Change
o Simplified sentence and more consistent with the language used in all the
measures throughout the remainder of the plan.

Audit Committee Feedback
The Audit Committee gave consideration to the Plan at the meeting held 7 December
2020. One of the recommendations to Council arising from this meeting is for the
inclusion of an additional page showing where the Plan sits in relation to other key
Council documents (i.e. the strategic planning framework and interrelationships).
Below is a screenshot taken from the proposed Plan showing the addition made in
response to the Audit Committee recommendation (which aligns with a flowchart
provided as part of Council’s Annual Business Plan).
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Monitoring and Reporting of the new Plan
Importantly, Administration are establishing a process to monitor performance and
ensure achievement of each of the measures and timelines identified within the Plan,
including key executive sponsors and item owners.
This regular reporting will be completed in part through the use of the existing and
proven method of the Work in Progress (WIP) List which is updated and distributed
(uploaded to Council’s Website monthly) for the active projects (or those progressing in
any current Financial Year).
In addition, Council Reports will continue to include the standard section on the link to
objectives of the new Plan so the correlation can be seen between recommendations
being made and the Plan itself.
The Plan will be supported by a hierarchy of Council strategies and policies which will be
delivered through action plans, business plans, internal work plans, the Annual Business
Plan and Budget and the Long-Term Financial Plan.
Launch of the Plan
Copies of the final Community Plan Towards 2040 will be made available on the Council
website and the Engagement Hub site. Electronic copies will also be distributed directly
to each individual and organisation that provided feedback and contact details
throughout the development of the Plan.
In the interests of Council’s environmental sustainability commitment, it is proposed that
the new Plan be provided as an electronic version only via an online “flip book” on
Council’s website as above. Hard copies of the Plan will be available to those that request
a hard copy. However, these will be produced in-house and will be not be professionally
printed.
The opportunity of the final Twilight Concert at Memorial Gardens on 26 February (after
the Council meeting/ adoption) will be used to launch the availability of the newly
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endorsed Community Plan: Towards 2040. Large corflute posters detailing each of the
pillars will be displayed close to the Southern entrance of Memorial Gardens, along the
path adjacent to the children’s playspace, with a small number of copies of the Plan
available to our residents and staff on-hand to discuss and promote content. These
corflute signs can be then used for other events and to maximise awareness and
identification of the plan with the broader community. The Plan can also be provided to
specialist community reference groups to assist with their deliberations.
In addition information about the launch will also be provided in the next Your Prospect
magazine and social media promotion.
Relevance to Core Strategies / Policy
The Local Government Act 1999 (Section 122A) prescribes that Council must develop
and adopt plans (which may take various forms) for the management of its area, to be
called collectively the strategic management plans. A Community Plan as envisaged by
the Act must be reviewed within two years of each election cycle.

Council's Community Engagement and Consultation Policy provides the framework to

engage and consult with our community, to enable their participation in and contribution
to Council's decision making.
Conclusion
The Plan proposes Council principles, key themes, goals, and priorities in the delivery of
Council services and projects that are responsive to community desires and needs and
is recommended for adoption.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachments 1-48: Community Plan: Towards 2040
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Towards 2040

GOOD PROSPECTS
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Attachment 2
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“Across City of Prospect, we clearly share many passions.
Passions we confirmed after many conversations with
residents, families, young people, community groups,
sporting clubs, schools, businesses, investors and visitors.
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You, our community, have told us that this City has
already got many things right. So this Plan builds on
our positive trajectory and celebrates the best of our City.
It’s respectful of where we came from, yet visionary.
It’s hungry for global insights and knowledge, but
cherishes our community feel through our locally
connected neighbourhoods.

At

ta

City of Prospect is about a caring and connected
community that embraces our history while pursuing
a better and fairer future for all of us - simple as that!
Let’s enjoy the journey together.”
Your Mayor and Councillors
of City of Prospect
City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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“As a Council, we strive to create places that enrich
everyday experiences, foster a sense of belonging
and engage our community.”

13

Mayor David O’Loughlin, Deputy Mayor Matt Larwood, Councillor Mark Groote,
Councillor Thuy Nguyen, Councillor Steven Rypp, Councillor Alison de Backer,
Councillor Allen Harris, Councillor Robin Pearce and Councillor Kristina Barnett.
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It starts with
community,
a community
with heart.

Attachment 4
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Heart - it usually means
the centre of a city but
in City of Prospect we
know that the community
is our heart.
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Attachment 5
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It beats strongly in this involved, generous
and inclusive community. Our community is
what makes our City very attractive to be part
of and very hard to leave.

At

ta

Everything we do as a Council aims to
strengthen this heart through initiatives in
quality of life, an inviting built environment,
vibrant businesses and a greener future.
The European settlers on this land called this
place ‘Prospect’ because they felt it had ‘good
prospects’. The Kaurna people, the traditional
custodians of the Adelaide Plains, have a word
‘Payinthi’ which means ‘prospect’.
We acknowledge our community resides on
the traditional country of the Kaurna. We work
to deepen our cultural understanding and
embrace our shared heritage and relationships
with the land.
City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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& Caring
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We believe in...
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Responsible &
Sustainable

ch
m

Active &
Engaged

A community
with heart is
the core of our
future

At

ta

Creative &
Innovative

Proud of our
past, excited
by our future

Inclusive &
Diverse

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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Geographically
the centre of
metropolitan
Adelaide, City of
Prospect is just
minutes from a
number of key
locations.
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Adelaide International Airport
Approximate travel time - 20 mins

2

Adelaide CBD
Approximate travel time - 10 mins

3

Techport Australia
Approximate travel time - 20 mins

4

Technology Park, Mawson Lakes
Approximate travel time - 15 mins

5

DST Edinburgh
Approximate travel time - 25 mins

6

RAAF Edinburgh
Approximate travel time - 25 mins

7

Barossa Valley Wine Region
Approximate travel time - 45 mins

8

Adelaide Hills Wine Region
Approximate travel time - 30 mins

9

McLaren Vale Wine Region
Approximate travel time - 60 mins
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SOUTH ROAD

1

GREENHILL ROAD
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Connected & Caring
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We all love our great neighbourhoods.
Together they make up a great City,
strategically located within minutes of the
CBD and major universities, while also
being close to our Port, Defence and Airport
precincts. Our connectedness isn’t random.
It’s intentional and it goes beyond caring
for our neighbours. It has been recognised
internationally year after year and means
our City is one of the most awarded cities for
intelligent connection in Australia. Our secure
GigCity Adelaide high speed fibre network
is a key attractor for businesses and data
intensive operations alike.
Fresh thinking brings people together with
others in a city which integrates cyclists,
pedestrians and drivers safely; it delivers
empowering technology to people, bringing
the world to our fingertips.
We connect across our neighbourhoods and
take pride in loving where we live and work
in our City.
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It also means there’s a ‘buzz’ about our
City; from growing local businesses and
enthusiastic entrepreneurs to a dynamic
arts scene and a vibrant nightlife.

en

This means more than families being
out and about, enjoying our mainstreets,
parks, recreation areas and great sporting
clubs. It’s more than our cherished
community groups that harness our
passions and values as we pursue
important causes throughout our City.

t

Active & Engaged

At

ta

We are a city that welcomes thinkers and
ideas: we value social, environmental,
ethical and political dialogue and debate.

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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Proud of our past,
Excited by our future
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Our City is, in many ways, a living
reminder of the best of what we were,
while also being on the forefront of
exciting new developments.
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Our cosmopolitan history and the rich built
character throughout our neighbourhoods
reflects everything from our proud
working-class and migrant heritage to the
aspirational outcomes of the last century.
Today, a cool and quirky café and
restaurant culture exists alongside a range
of housing choices, all surrounded by
shared places and facilities of which
we can be proud.
The past and present co-exist together
and we continue to strive to maintain
this balance as we move forward into
our City’s next chapter.
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As a community, we embrace the vibrancy
and energy that results from cultures
and peoples woven together into a
diverse mix of beliefs, perspectives
and lifestyle choices.

t

There are many different nationalities
living and working together in our City,
and many languages are spoken.

en

Inclusive & Diverse

21

Attachment 11

Everyone is welcome in our City, and we
proudly celebrate inclusion. Embracing
difference and variety is what makes our
City a more interesting place to live, and
a place people don’t want to leave.

At
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Our desire that everyone finds a place
to call home in our City reinforces our
culture of acceptance and openness.

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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Creative & Innovative
Ideas that lead to achievements have
always been the currencies of our City.

en

t

Not ‘talk fests’, but ideas that become
great art projects, smart businesses, unique
events, dynamic clubs, inspired volunteers
and shared community projects.

ch
m

Innovation results from ideas and leads to
advances in everything, from how we care
for the land through to being a globally
connected community.

At

ta

Achievements come from our spirit of
getting things done as we embrace new
waves of artisans, creatives, thinkers,
entrepreneurs and innovators.

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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We already have strong environmental
policies to ensure a responsible future for
our community. Those policies need to grow
and develop through multi-generational
commitment.

en

The ‘green’ of the future will extend
far beyond our trees and parks as we
demonstrate leadership towards a cleaner,
greener and more sustainable tomorrow.

t

Responsible & Sustainable

At

ta

We recognise the challenge of climate
change and our City’s responsibility to
play its part. We will value initiatives on
environmental performance alongside
social, cultural and economic objectives.

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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Community Plan to 2040 is built on the pillars of…
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Active & Engaged

t

Connected & Caring

Proud of our past, excited by our future
Inclusive & Diverse

At
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Creative & Innovative

Responsible & Sustainable
City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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Strategic overview

Strategy and
Policy/Plans

Annual Business
Plan

At

- Strategic Plan
- Strategy and
Policy Plans
- Council
- Staff
- Community

en

- City of Prospect Strategic
Plan 2020;
- Long Term Financial Plan
2021 - 2030;
- Infrastructure Asset
Management Plan

ch
m

Strategic
Management
Plans

Strategic
Management Plans

ta

- Community
- Council
- State Strategic
Plans

Outputs

t

Inputs

Such as:
- Development Plan
- Environmental Action Plan
- Economic Development Plan
- Community Land Management Plan

- Service Levels
- Service Performance Indicators
- Annual Budget
- Annual Operating Projects and
Capital Works program

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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Funding status

en

t

With the early years of the Strategic Plan being constrained
by tight budgets, as forecast in the City’s adopted Long Term
Financial Plan, it’s important to indicate the funding status of
listed measures throughout the Plan:
F – means ‘Fully Funded’ in FY20/21 budget

ch
m

PF - means ‘Partially Funded’ out of the FY 20/21 budget, for
example, out of broader operational funds and may also attract
other funding sources like grants

ta

NF – means ‘Not Funded’ in full in current budget or longer term
forecast

At

CF – means ‘Community Facilitated’ projects or services that
partially or wholly rely on community initiative and support.
Council may assist with in-kind, promotional or minor financial
support, but community ownership and interest is the key driver.
City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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We strive to be a city which
capitalises on its locational
advantages, brings people
together, harnesses social
and technological connection
opportunities and is easy to
navigate.

t

5 Year Strategic Objective

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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28

FY 20/21 Measures

en

• Undertake Local Roads & Community Infrastructure Program
projects upon successful grant applications for better transport
connections and to stimulate economy post COVID-19 PF

ch
m

• Encourage appropriate outdoor/alfresco dining, including
precincts outside the Prospect Village Heart PF/CF
• Prepare scope and budget bid for City Wide Transport &
Movement Plan PF

At

ta

• Deliver a broad range of events across the financial year in line
with guiding principles and Public Health Directions on outdoor
gatherings F

Connected & Caring

t

• Deliver upgrade of Nailsworth Hall for enhanced community
activation and connection F

(continued next page)
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FY 20/21 Measures (continued)

t

• Use the City’s locational advantage to connect with universities,
research, Defence, industry and innovation precincts PF

Connected & Caring

At

ta

ch
m

en

• Foster new connections through community programs to support
the community to recover from COVID-19 PF/CF

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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30

2 to 5 year timeline

t

• Develop a City Wide Transport and Movement Plan and complete
planned upgrades in Broadview locality NF

ch
m

• Continuing to support the success of Prospect Road and its
traders PF

ta

• Ensure greater recognition and support of precincts and
neighbourhood gathering places such as Collinswood Precinct,
Broadview Sports and Recreation Precinct /Yarnta Tutu yarta,
Nailsworth Hall, Charles Cane / Parndo yerta Reserve, Howard
Street precinct across the City:

Connected & Caring

en

•F
 acilitate new bars, cafes, restaurants and other businesses which
diversify our local offerings PF

At

- Make these great places and create promotional campaigns
PF/CF
(continued next page)
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2 to 5 year timeline (continued)

- Develop new place-making and urban renewal initiatives
in those neighbourhoods NF

At
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- Facilitate the attraction of a key ‘anchor’ or ‘hero’ business
to each of those key locations NF

Connected & Caring

en

t

- Install wayfinding signage (and ‘digital trails’) in key locations
to highlight important and historic sites, as well as shopping
and recreational opportunities in those neighbourhoods NF

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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32

6 to 20 year timeline

ch
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en

• Establish vibrant community and / or corporate hubs at
‘Churchill & Regency’, ‘Regency & Prospect’, ‘Northpark
District Centre’ and ‘Main North Road’ delivering placemaking
opportunities from 2025 NF
• Progressively deliver on recommendations of City Wide
Transport and Movement Plan as budget (and grant
opportunities) allow NF

At

ta

• Establish a sustainable and loved community hub in the East
of the City NF

Connected & Caring

t

• Undertake feasibility study and deliver at least 1 Gig/second
internet speeds to all businesses and residents in the City NF
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Active & Engaged

en

At

ta

ch
m

An empowered community
which cares for the City and
for each other, is involved
in the many aspects of our
community life and strives
for positive change through
contributions to decision
making.

t

5 Year Strategic Objective
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34

FY 20/21 Measures

ch
m

• Collaborate with sporting and community groups to promote
their activities, opportunities for involvement and access by
residents to their facilities PF/CF

ta

• Deliver Website Conversion and Plugins to generate
improvement with Content Manager as well as Network Prospect
and Newmarch Gallery websites F

Active & Engaged

en

t

• Undertake bi-annual Residents Satisfaction Survey to measure
performance across: service delivery, infrastructure, open space
and recreation, programs, public art, events, heritage, inclusion
and good governance throughout Council’s operations and
achieve a 75% or higher satisfaction rating F

At

• Create and distribute the Your Prospect (Magazine) three times
a year to 9500 properties in the Council area F
(continued next page)
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35

FY 20/21 Measures (continued)

ch
m

• Commence dialogue with Department for Education and local
schools on out of hours public use of play and sporting grounds
PF/CF
• Record and celebrate unsolicited positive customer feedback CF

At

ta

• Promote Payinthi as a place for meeting, organising and
celebrating a broad range of non-Council activities and support
those activities CF

Active & Engaged

en

t

• Initiate Representation Review to consider wards and numbers
of elected representatives as required by Section 12(4) of the
Local Government Act 1999 F

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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36

2 to 5 year timeline

- Attracting 3 new French (or French friendly) businesses
to the City PF

ch
m

- Engaging with at least 3 French business networks PF
- Delivering French Quarter cultural and business events
as a catalyst for investment F/CF

ta

- Encourage the establishment of an International Baccalaureate
program in a local school to welcome new families CF

Active & Engaged

en

t

• Actively pursue the French Quarter strategy which involves
attracting French businesses, investment and families related
to the State’s major defence contract through:

At

• Create a dog walking track through the City, with wayfinding
signage and relevant infrastructure (eg bags) along the route NF/CF
• Use the Annual Business and Employment Survey to understand
the value of trade that is occurring on-line PF
City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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37

2 to 5 year timeline (continued)
• Engage Prospect community and businesses in Smart City
initiatives PF

en

t

• Continue to support a broad and diverse volunteer group F/CF

ch
m

• Facilitate artist talks, author talks and thinkers to capture the
minds of residents and visitors to Payinthi NF/CF
• Leverage the above activities into outcomes that see our
community build a reputation as agents of change NF

At

ta

•S
 upport the Eastern Region to deliver aspirations and objectives
of the Regional Public Health Plan including projects which
include open space connectedness, regional volunteering, mental
health support, community transport and programs to address
social isolation NF

Active & Engaged

• Finalise Local Government Act Representation Review F
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6 to 20 year timeline

At
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•P
 romote increased Civic Engagement and Local Government voter
turnout, through Local Government Association PF

Active & Engaged

en

t

• Continue to undertake bi-annual Residents Satisfaction Survey
and achieve a 75% or higher satisfaction rating across all service
areas F
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With a great blend of old
and new, we are a city
which celebrates where it
has come from and takes
pride in creating its future.

en

5 Year Strategic Objective

t

Proud of our past,
Excited by our future

City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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40
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• Seek Ministerial agreement on progressing Heritage
Development Plan Amendment to increase the number
of local heritage listed properties across our City F

ch
m

• Deliver Heritage Incentive Scheme program to provide heritage
grants to eligible home owners (heritage listed properties) for
restoration work and to support local pride in our heritage F

ta

• Provide funding to Prospect Local History Group to support
their delivery of Sesquicentennial History Book Project updating
previous history book on Prospect (Prospect 1872-1972:
A Portrait of a City by Max Lamshed) F/CF

At

• Complete Vine Street and Vine Plaza Redevelopment in line
with adopted Concept Plan F

Proud of our past, Excited by our future

FY 20/21 Measures
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t

• Promote and reward design excellence through local design
awards NF

en

• Celebrate the achievements of Council and its community in the
preservation and conservation of our rich heritage whilst also
promoting innovation in built form and design PF

ch
m

• Finalise Sesquicentenary Local History Book and deliver
appropriate celebrations in 2022 NF

ta

• Continue our reconciliation journey through means such as
development of the next Reconciliation Plan, by progressing
‘truth telling’ and other ideas aligned to the adopted Uluru
Statement of the Heart NF

At

(continued next page)

Proud of our past, Excited by our future

2 to 5 year timeline
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Attachment 32

42

en

t

• In close liaison with the Kaurna people, form a ‘Treaty’ (or similar
agreement) that recognises the City’s desire for a closer and more
meaningful partnership with our indigenous heritage, our shared
land and our joint aspirations PF

ch
m

• Deliver Heritage Incentive Scheme program to provide heritage
grants to eligible home owners (heritage listed properties) for
restoration work NF
• Establish heritage trail linked to heritage plaques across
the city NF

At

ta

•C
 ollaborate with the Prospect Local History Group and invest
in improving the curation, relevance and digitisation of the local
history collection PF

Proud of our past, Excited by our future

2 to 5 year timeline (continued)
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Attachment 33

43

t

• Scope and deliver a far-reaching Urban Design competition
for a local development site NF

en

• Guide the city and community through new opportunities from
reshaping urban form, maximising home office and remote
working opportunities, to facilitating online investment locally NF

At

ta

ch
m

• Become known as the benchmark for quality design in the medium
density and low to mid rise sector NF

Proud of our past, Excited by our future

6 to 20 year timeline
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Attachment 34

44

Inclusive & Diverse

en

At

ta

ch
m

We will know we have
achieved through striving
for greater equality and a
community which celebrates
and recognises all aspects of
what it means to be inclusive
and diverse.

t

5 Year Strategic Objective
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Attachment 35

45

FY 20/21 Measures
• Complete Disability Access & Inclusion Plan F

ch
m

• Delivery of NAIDOC Week and National Reconciliation Week
activities F
• Assess and distribute Cultural Festival and Event Grants
empowering community to deliver diverse events F/CF

ta

• Deliver Bus Shelter Upgrades to achieve DDA Compliance across
the City that recognises the broad based importance of transport
equity F

Inclusive & Diverse

en

t

• Promote and truly celebrate our new Prospect Citizens through
Citizenship ceremonies F/CF

At

• Activate Network Prospect to deliver a range of events for Digital
Marketing and lifelong digital learning F
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Attachment 36

46

2 to 5 Year timeline

t

• Implement the findings of the Disability Access & Inclusion
Plan PF

ch
m

• Promote, facilitate and measure the utilisation of our buildings,
parks and open spaces using SpacetoCo data F
• Promote more people living in the Urban Corridor Zones through
development of more townhouses and apartments PF

ta

• Analyse census data to truly understand the ‘new’ community
living in our Urban Corridors PF

Inclusive & Diverse

en

• Develop City of Prospect ’Welcome Packs’ for new residents
(including versions in multiple languages) NF/CF

At

• Create opportunities for new culturally diverse citizens to be
actively involved in Council programs and activities NF
• Develop and implement a process to actively seek the views
of groups often missed in consultation activities NF
City of Prospect | Our Community Plan
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Attachment 37

47

6 to 20 Year timeline

t

• Continue to implement findings of Disability Access & Inclusion
Plan NF

ch
m

• Be recognised as a welcoming and inclusive community with
participatory decision making that reflects our demography NF

At

ta

• Promote housing choice and options for all stages of life PF/CF

Inclusive & Diverse

en

• Amend community programs to align with cultural changes
across the community as noted in Census Data PF/CF
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Attachment 38

48

Creative & Innovative

en

At

ta

ch
m

We attract investment
and development
opportunities to activate
the local economy, create
jobs and share prosperity
in a city which welcomes
and empowers thinkers,
innovators and doers.

t

5 Year Strategic Objective
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Attachment 39

49

FY 20/21 Measures

• Promote Prospect as an investment destination for new
apartments & commercial developments F

At

ta

ch
m

• Utilise Village Heart Marketing Fund to attract shoppers and
visitors through such activities as movie premieres with a mini
business expo, Christmas in Prospect decorations/marketing
(and others) with an emphasis on digital marketing F

Creative & Innovative

en

t

• Deliver a Public Art Program (including through grants) to
improve key public areas throughout the city for Prospect
residents, businesses and visitors F/CF
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Attachment 40

50

2 to 5 Year timeline

en

• Develop an innovation ecosystem including facilitation of
Prospect Innovation Awards, formation of Prospect Innovation
Roundtable and promotion of the Innovation Precinct PF

ch
m

• Achieve the lowest retail vacancy rate in metropolitan Adelaide
for the village heart PF/CF
• Identify and address barriers to achieve low overall business
vacancy rates throughout the City F

ta

• Utilise the Annual Business & Employment Survey to assess
the best opportunities to facilitate growth NF

Creative & Innovative

t

• Attract an anchor business to enhance the innovation brand
of our City NF

At

(continued next page)
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Attachment 41

51

2 to 5 Year timeline (continued)

•E
 nsure high volume car parking solution is integrated into the
Village Heart NF

At

ta

ch
m

• Create thought-leadership platforms (digital and in person) to
discuss and debate important social, environmental and ethical
topics PF/CF

Creative & Innovative

en

t

• Maintain the trajectory of changing the Council’s revenue
profile through promotional campaigns and targeting potential
investors and tenants PF
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Attachment 42

52

6 to 20 Year timeline

t

• Collect data on number of businesses that are newly open after
5pm in summertime with a goal to see this number increase PF

ch
m

• 25% of Council’s Rate Revenue comes from Main Road Corridor
development and commercial development NF
• Main North Road to be known as the preferred location in the
North of Adelaide for corporate and administration activity NF

At

ta

• Prospect’s Village Heart is an attractive and sought-after
precinct comprising a mix of office, retail, hospitality and living
opportunities NF

Creative & Innovative

en

• Undertake Urban Futures forums to highlight global issues and
their relevance to Prospect NF
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Attachment 43

53

Responsible & Sustainable

en

At

ta

ch
m

Recognising that there
is more to do, our nonnegotiable is a sustainable
natural and built environment
and a community which
looks forward responsibly
and continues to contribute
to a better quality of life.

t

5 Year Strategic Objective
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Attachment 44

54

FY 20/21 Measures
• Plant additional street trees to align with the ‘Green Tunnel’
strategy F

ch
m

• Promote the new Significant Tree Grant initiative F

• Continue a zero waste to landfill outcome at events F
• Implement and install 40km/h signage throughout the City
in line with approved locations to enhance safety and minimise
vehicle pollution F

At

ta

• Complete Broadview Oval / Yarnta Tutu yarta Concept
Drawings as guided by the Masterplan and stakeholder
involvement as part of our sustainable built environment F

Responsible & Sustainable

en

t

• Ensure at least 50% of road construction and maintenance
materials purchased is recycled content F
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Attachment 45

55

2 to 5 Year timeline

en

• Promote and support projects (public and private) that include
water quality and Water Sensitive Urban Design measures
PF/CF

ch
m

• Analyse the green credentials of Council buildings and develop
plans (and funding strategy) to improve environmental status NF
•U
 nderstand and increase levels of annual tonnes of recycled
materials used in our civil infrastructure projects PF

ta

• Continue to provide opportunities for community and business
learning focused on environmental issues PF/CF

Responsible & Sustainable

t

• Continue to plant additional street trees to align with the ‘Green
Tunnel’ strategy NF

At

• Significantly reduce food waste contamination of general waste
streams PF
(continued next page)
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Attachment 46

56

2 to 5 Year timeline (continued)

en

• Support transport innovations with an eye to a sustainable
future NF/CF

At

ta

ch
m

• Actively encourage and support all businesses and multi-unit
residential sites to equal or better general recycling levels NF

Responsible & Sustainable

t

• Demonstrate innovation in the supply and delivery
of infrastructure projects F
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Attachment 47

57

6 to 20 Year timeline
• Measure carbon footprint of Council activities and of the City NF

ch
m

• Deliver ‘green’ improvements to Council’s built assets across
the City NF

At

ta

• Council decisions are guided by accurate and accountable
environmental considerations NF

Responsible & Sustainable

en

t

• Delivery of Green Tunnel program to improve heat mapping
results across the city by delivering 50% of all streets planted
to be capable of forming green tunnels PF
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Attachment 48

Payinthi
128 Prospect Road
Prospect SA 5082
(08) 8269 5355

At

ta

admin@prospect.sa.gov.au
prospect.sa.gov.au

ch
m

en

t

58

